Organising Secretary’s Message

Dear delegates
Warm greetings!!!
On behalf of Mobility India and the organizing committee, I would like to cordially welcome you to the
national conference on assistive technology for all- AT 2030.
We had been working on the concept of assisted health and rehabilitation technology since few years now
and realise that it is one of the keys factors linking to the quality of lives of people. The last decade has
seen not only medical and allied health field but engineering and technology sector to have invested
significant time and effort into the area of assistive technology. This is a welcome change for the entire
industry where we see clear opportunities and areas of larger networking between various players in this
multi domain/ sectoral industry.
We could successfully associate ourselves with various technology institutions and academia in the last
decades and successfully tested and tried rehabilitation products that could have large impact in the
rehabilitation field. Today we see the need of assistive technology and products in every step that we take.
This conference with the theme “Improving access to quality and affordable assistive technology for
everyone, everywhere” is the right platform to bring various stakeholders under one roof to discuss needs
of human being and their lives in a totality. Through this conference we will put all our effort to drive the
national policy on assistive technology (AT) and coming out with the list of priority assistive devices list
(APL). We are planning to have best exhibition with multi domain displays and poster presentation. The
thematic talks and the planery sessions will drive you through the multi sectoral emergence in the AT world.
This could be the first conference of its kind in the region where everyone could have opportunity to
showcase and present their ideas, thoughts, developments that could lead to a meaningful life in the
community.
We are trying our best to ensure that your time and stay in the city of Bengaluru during the conference be
one of the most memorable one and you go back with rich information and as a proud stakeholder of the AT
world.
I welcome you, your family and friends again to this wonderful gathering and make the maximum out of it.
I thank each and every one of you who are contributing to the success of the conference and looking
forward to seeing you all soon.
JAI HIND
Best wishes

Soikat Ghosh Moulic
Organising secretary- AT 2030
http://mobility-india.org/national-conference/

